Non-ideal state equations are needed to compute a growing number of engineering-relevant problems. The additional computational overhead from the complex thermodynamics accounts for a significant portion of the total computation, especially the near-critical or transcritical thermodynamic regimes. A compromise between computational speed and the accuracy of the thermodynamic property evaluations results in a propagation of the error from the thermodynamics to the hydrodynamic computations. This work proposes a systematic error quantification and computational cost estimate of the various approaches for equation of state computation for use in compressible Navier-Stokes solvers in the supercritical regime. We develop a parallelized, high-order, finite volume solver with highly-modular thermodynamic implementation to compute the compressible equations in conservative form. Three tabular approaches are investigated: homogeneous tabulation, block structured adaptive mesh refinement tabulation, and a n-dimensional Bezier surface patch on an adaptive structured mesh. We define a set of standardized error metrics and evaluate the thermodynamic error, table size and computational expense for each approach. We also present an uncertainty quantification methodology for tabular equation of state.
INTRODUCTION
The simulation of thermodynamically complex systems present new challenges to the computational fluid dynamics community. Recent progress has been made in predictive modelling of trans-and supercritical flows to address design challenges in supercritical water-cooled reactors (SCWR) [2] , understanding thermoacoustic oscillation in transcritical heat exchangers, efficient supercritical extraction [1] , cryogenic mixing and combustion in liquid rocket engines [6] , and technologies relating to carbon capturing [12] . These flows are characterized by strong thermodynamic non-linearities that arise, primarily, in the nearcritical region of the fluid and require special considerations for efficient computational modelling. In its essence, the Navier-Stokes equations are a set of partial differential equations that govern the transport of the conservative properties of dynamic fluid system. Typically, the governing equations are written in terms of density, momentum and total energy. These governing equations must be closed using an equation of state (EOS) that is needed to compute the contribution due to local pressure and thermal gradients in the system. The EOS is also needed to obtain an estimate of the transport properties (e.g. viscosity, thermal conductivity), which depend on the local thermodynamic state.
For a single phase, single species fluid, two independent thermodynamic variables are needed to fully define the local thermodynamic state. The compressible Navier-Stokes equation fully define the thermodynamic state of the system as both the density (ρ) and internal energy (e) can be computed directly from the conservative variable matrix: [ρ, ρ u, ρE], where ρE typically, represents the total energy (internal plus kinetic). Most CFD solvers require the state equation to transform the variables from conservative to their primitive state: [ρ, u, p, T ]. Under a perfect gas assumption, we trivially find p = ρ(γ − 1)e which gives us, using the EOS, the solution of T = p/(ρR); under an ideal gas assumption the complexity rises slightly with the non-constant definition of the specific heat. For real fluids, there is no explicit relation between (T, p) and (ρ, e) from classical analytical state equations. This typically requires an iterative algorithm to find the correct (T, p) tuple for the known (ρ, e) from the conservation equations. Given the complex-ity of the EOS in the supercritical regime-its simplest form being a highly non-linear cubic equation-this thermodynamic computation demands non-negligible computational resources. Furthermore, due to the inherent thermodynamic non-linearities about pseudoboiling point, small errors in the thermodynamic property estimation can lead to large variation in the computed pressure and temperature and concomitantly directly affect the thermodynamic gradient calculations in the flow. This, in turn, may negatively affect in the computed integral properties of the simulation.
The added computational expense required for complex state equations quickly becomes a limiting factor in large scale computations. Typical real-fluid simulations with cubic state equations will show slow downs of 50% to 100% compared to ideal gas simulations depending on the thermodynamic state of the simulation. Masquelet [9] notes that over 20% of the computational expenses in the real fluid calculations comes from expensive numerical operations such as squareroots, logarithms and iterative algorithms. The overall computational expense rises drastically with more complex analytical state equation evaluations (e.g. Modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin). For this reason, cubic class of state equations (e.g. Peng-RobinsonStryjek-Vera, Soave-Redlich-Kwong etc.) have become the standard when using analytical thermodynamic definitions for CFD, in spite of their sub-optimal representation of the actual thermodynamics.
The predictive capability of fluid solvers is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the EOS in the transcritical regime. Given the limitations of a finitedegree polynomial-type function, typical cubic-state equations show a very significant errors compared to experimental values; errors of over 30% are expected for the Peng-Robinson equation in the some parts of the state space [11] . Furthermore, within the subcritical, two-phase, the continuous state equation has an inversion, meaning that the isobaric lines do not behave monotonically which can lead to non-physical behavior and numerical instabilities.
Therefore, a compromise needs to be struck between thermodynamic accuracy and computational efficiency. To more closely control the thermodynamic error and, in some cases, accelerate the computational cost related to the EOS computations, a growing number of codes use pre-tabulated state equations based on well-defined REFPROP quantities. The tabulation accuracy is generally proportional to the size of the table. On the downside, the size of the table may hinder efficient caching and prefetching for memory which has a significant cost on the computational speed of a simulation. It is also particularly problematic for large scale, memory-limited computation on high-performance computers. There is surprising lack of quantitative information relating the thermodynamic accuracy and computational expense specifically related to CFD solvers. Most of the comparisons discuss the errors related to state equations, and do not tackle the specificity of the thermodynamic calculations of CFD solvers which require solutions for known density and internal energy. There are some works that address novel ways to tabulate the state equations for CFD solvers [4, 7, 8] and other works that evaluate the uncertainty propagation of thermodynamic error [3] . The present work quantifies different state equation implementations and proposes quantifiable metrics to evaluate the accuracy and computational expenses of each approach. The focus of this work lies in the trans-and supercritical regime in which there is a first-order continuity in the state properties. Finally, this work will present the resulting implications of thermodynamic error on simulation results of well defined CFD cases at transcritical thermodynamic conditions. The following section describes the main details of our numerical framework. Afterward, the various tabulated approaches used in the current work are presented followed by a set of metrics to evaluate the thermodynamic accuracy and computational cost for all tabulated approaches. Finally, statistical study is undertaken to quantify the propagation of uncertainties from the thermo-to the hydronamic quantities for well defined numerical simulations (this last point will be completed in the final paper).
NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK
A modular finite-volume code, named ThermoCode, was developed for the study of complex thermodynamic fluid systems. The code, which solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in fully conservative form, rests on a high-order flux reconstruction at the faces which requires a structured grid arrangement. The code is formally of fourth-order accuracy. The flux at each face is computed as the sum of a left-and a right biased stencil at the face both of second-order accuracy. The code has been parallelized with efficient flux passing between the processors which allows for a limited number of ghost cells and communication overhead. Explicit time advancement is done with low-storage, fourth-order RungeKutta scheme. The purpose of a high fidelity code is to remove, as much as possible, numerical dissipation from the thermodynamic error evaluation. The coupling between the Navier-Stokes equations and the thermodynamics and transport property modules are designed to be extremely modular. The code contains a number of different analytical cubic state equations (Peng-Robinson, Suave-Redlich-Kwong) as well as a number of tabular approaches discussed in this paper.
TABULATED STATE EQUATIONS
State equation tabulation involves storing the thermodynamic and transport properties of the species in a library (e.g. binary file, .xml file), by doing so we move the evaluation of the EOS to a preprocessing step. Thus decoupling the EOS computation complexity from runtime performance. This approach allows for the use of accurate high-quality EOS or REF-PROP reference data without major runtime penalty. Tabulated approaches also provide an effective control on the thermodynamic error of the state equation. For single species fluid, two independent thermodynamic variables are needed to fully define the local thermodynamic state in a single phase. Classically, the choice of the thermodynamic tuple has been pressure and temperature given the convenience of computing the isothermal and isobaric conditions. For CFD simulations, this approach is sub-optimal since the known transported quantities are ρ and e; thus making these the ideal basis for any thermodynamic table. Once the corresponding position in the table is found, all thermodynamic and transport properties may be interpolated or computed. In this work, we consider three different tabulation approaches:
• Homogeneous of logarithmic tabulation
• Block structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)
• Adaptive Mesh Refinement with Bezier patch fitting Details of each tabulation approach is presented in the following:
Homogeneous or logarithmic tabulation
The simplest data structure for tabular reconstruction is one that spans the region of thermodynamic interest with equally spaced grids, or alternatively under a known mapping function such as a logarithmic distribution. Equal spacing provides very efficient table look up because the reconstruction interval can be computed directly without searching, but this results in very large table sizes as the grid size is not adapted to the magnitude of the local error. The level of accuracy is set by the region in which the function varies most rapidly so that slowly varying regions must be overrefined to accommodate high-gradient regions. Tabulating in density/energy space, as shown in figure 2, allows for a simple lookup from the transport equations but simultaneously the corner regions of the table contain pressure and temperature values that are far outside the region of interest for most CFD problems. Therefore, bounds typical isobaric conditions of the simulation are mapped to the energy/density space. 
Block Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)
The adaptive mesh refinement table is based on Cartesian adaptive mesh structure. We begin by defining a rectangular region in the x-y plane (P-T plane for this example) that includes the physical domain of interest.
The required properties (internal energy, density, enthalpy, entropy, etc.) are evaluated at each of the four corners of the rectangle and appropriate reconstruction is used to evaluate these properties at pre-selected points in the rectangle. For simplicity, we chose bivariate interpolation to evaluate the properties at those preselected 25 equidistant points. The reconstructed (interpolated) properties are compared with the 'exact' values obtained from the NIST database to assess the reconstruction (interpolation) error. If the error is more than the user-specified tolerance, it is subdivided into four equal rectangles with property evaluations again being computed and compared with the exact NIST database values. As the interpolation grid is refined, relatively flatter(linear) portions of the surface will fall within the error tolerance and will not require further refinement while rectangles in the regions of larger gradients will be refined further. Keeping track of these adaptively refined regions in a treebased structure enables rapid search procedures that can be comparable to the speed of equally of spaced tables. 
Lookup Approach
The Structured block based adaptive mesh refinement has been widely used in problems with highly oscillatory phenomenon, as it provides uniform interpolation accuracy over the entire thermodynamic region of interest. The patch (in this case, the rectangular cell) must be located before bilinear interpolation is used to reconstruct the thermodynamic property. One easy straightforward method is to search the patches one by one until we zero-in onto the last child node (patch) that contains the given unknown coordinates (Input thermodynamic parameters T,P or ρ, E). This sequential searching algorithm's efficiency strongly depends on the table size thereby inhibits speed if the thermodynamic domain of interest is large and the depth of refinement is high.
Figure 4: Sample quadtree subdivision
As an alternative approach, we employ a fast lookup algorithm that requires additional memory to store the indices in tree data-structure, and the efficiency doesn't depend much on the depth of the tree. It is constructed by the following steps, A uniform index array based on quadtree subdivision covering the entire computational domain is generated as per the maximum refinement level of the generated adaptive table. For example, at a given maximum refinement level of 3, the uniform index table is shown in the figure 4. If the maximum refinement level is n+1 (the refinement level of the single rectangular cell that cover the entire thermodynamic region of interest is 0) then there will be 4 n number of individual patches (in this case rectangular cells), the integer number stored in the cell indicates the index of that patch.
An overlapping mapped index array is also generated which contains the child node index in the place of all further sub divisions pertaining to that child if there was a refinement as illustrated in figure 5 . The cell within which a point (T x , P x ) is located can be determined at an algorithmic complexity O(1), directly without searching the tree (which is of algortimic complexity O(n) where n being the refinement level) , by using the mapping index array. Furthermore, the storage required for the uniform index table is small for this generation computers, for example, if the maximum refinement level of the adaptive table is 10, and an integer requires 4 B of memory, the uniform index table requires (2 9 x2 9 x4)/(1024 2 )MB = 1MB. 
Bezier patch with AMR
In the block structured AMR table, the underlying criteria for refinement is based on the bivariate approximation. Rather than tabulating solely on the basis of bilinear reconstruction error we chose to implement Bezier patches that are approximated surfaces. The approximated function of two independent variables is given by [4] Figure 7 : Bezier patch based Tabulated EoS for Density(ρ) adaptively refined using Quadtree
Here, B 3 i (u) are the third-degree (fourth-order) Bernstein polynomials, b i j are the control points.
Using the linear combination of these b i j control points, the shape of the surface is determined. The surface is generated by recursively subdividing the domain until the resulting Bezier patches are capable of reconstructing the original value to a specified error threshold or if the maximum refinement level is reached.
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION OF TABULAR EQUATION OF STATE
An open problem in tabular equation of states is uncertainty visualization and quantification, how uncertainty and interpolation interact. There are many established interpolation schemes available, but how reliable are the interpolated values ? We want to address this problem by analyzing the interpolation in the tabular equation of state and its impact on gaussian distribution data.
An important feature of the tabular representation of Equation of state is the feasibility to represent the underlying uncertainty associated within the thermodynamic properties. This helps in better understanding of the uncertainty propagation through the CFD code.
We followed this framework for parametric uncertainty quantification in analytical equation of state.
• Identify and characterize all sources of input uncertainty, aleatory and epistemic.
• Propagate input uncertainties through the computation.
• Estimate uncertainty due to numerical approximation.
• Determine total uncertainty in the predicted quality of uncertainty. In this paper, one of the objective is to propagate this model parameter uncertainty through the flux calculations for the solver to understand the statistical behaviour of output properties.
UQ in Tabular equation of state
We analyzed the effect of bilinear interpolation of a data with four uncorrelated scalar Gaussian distributions X i ∼ N(µ i , σ i 2 ) at the positions s i , where i = 1,2,3,4. Figure 10 : Color coded variance as the result of Bilinear interpolation of uncorrelated Gaussian distributed variables given on the grid points By our understanding, bilinear interpolation is in general not well suited to estimate uncertain values. A key element of interpolation is that the interpolation result equals the value at the data points. In the case that the value is uncertain, this property may be unwanted because of that data point is disregarded. And the result of the variance might be that the best estimator for that data point is actually not the give value at that data point.
We point out that the traditional bilinear interpolation, which is widely used in tabular equation of state may yield very counter-intuitive results when dealing with uncertain data. If the covariance between neighbouring points is weaker than the variance at these points, then the resulting interpolated data is most certain between the grid points (where we have no data) and the variance has its maxima at the grid points (where the data is given). If one encounters such data, it should be obvious by now that one needs other methods.
Thermodynamic consistency
Thermodynamic consistency in property evaluations has been discussed by Swesty [13] , using the Helmholtz free energy as a basis function. The problem of thermodynamic consistency is very important in many cases where reactive flows need to be simulated over very long timescales. Thermodynamic inconsistency may become manifest via the unphysical buildup of entropy, or temperature.
Thermodynamic consistency requires that the first law of thermodynamics be satisfied, so by referring to how well the EOS satisfies the constraints posed by Maxwell relations we can quantify the thermodynamic consistency [5] .
If we have internal energy E expressed as a function of specific volume V and entropy S. The thermodynamic definitions of pressure P and temperature T are
With the bilinear interpolation, both the density and its first order derivatives vary linearly over each local rectangle. Further, enthalpy and density have no interdependence on each other. Nevertheless, as the thermodynamic properties stored at the mesh nodes are themselves taken from a consistent thermodynamic database (in this case NIST), the internal inconsistencies will be small on a fine grid.
Error estimates and Verification
The T-P tabular grid is sampled into 1000x1000 loglinear grid. In each patch 100 points are sampled and then the maximum relative error in density is computed. As seen from the relative error contour plot, the maximum error is along the phase change line or where the density changes rapidly. Except for that region the uniform accuracy is maintained as a result of adaptive subdivision. The highest error points lies close to the critical point. The number of patches required to capture the thermodynamics is different in three approaches (Homogeneous, Adaptive, Bezier patch) The highest being the homogeneous due to its uniform spacing, it will take enormous number of patches to get the error close to 0.01%, althought Bezier patch has less number of patches it can only accommodate one property at a time, which means it requires individual table for each property. The Block based AMR has moderate number of patches that are not oversized but can tabulate all thermodynamic properties. The comparison of various tabulation approaches demands a quantitative thermodynamic error metric. As the exactness thermodynamic properties remain a subject of scientific relevance, the current study evaluates the error relative to the NIST database. These data points represent the highest fidelity data set for the computation of the thermodynamic and thermophysical properties and constructed from an ensemble of experimental data supplemented with Modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin curve fitting.
To evaluate different types of equation of states, statistical parameters are used, The Average Percent Relative Error (ARE%), which is defined below is a measure of the bias of the correlation; a value of zero indicates a random of the measured values around the correlation.
The AARE%, is the arithmetic average of the absolute values of the relative errors; is an indication of the accuracy of the correlation.
The R 2 , is the correlation coefficient; is a measure of the precision of fit of the data. If data are perfectly correlated, then R 2 = 1. A small value of AARE% and R 2 close value to one (simultaneously) denote a good correlation based on good data.
Another parameter, Sum of Absolute of Residual (SAR) shows the reliability of correlation for higher order data points.
The statistical parameters of the well known EoSs are listed in table 1. 
COMPUTATIONAL COST ESTIMATES
The increase in speed of evaluating properties compared to cubic EOS is one of the primary motivations.
Here we show an example of the speedup of computations. When pressure is evaluated from randomly generated ρ, e combination in the supercritical regime. For each EOS, 100000 loops/calls are executed and the slowest run time is tabulated.
Searching algorithm and interpolation scheme influence the efficiency of the table tabular equation of state, the adaptive mesh is comparably denser in the near critical point regime, because of high non linearity which resulted in comparatively higher lookup search times for those regions as shown in the figure 13 
ONE DIMENSIONAL TEST CASE:
A one dimensional test case is identified to evaluate the performance of the proposed tabulated equation of state.
HARMONIC ACOUSTIC WAVE
: In one-dimensional acoustic wave propagation in supercritical fluid case, Using periodic boundary conditions at both sides a harmonic wave is initialized. The computational domain is x ∈ [0, 10] m and 100 grid points are used, giving a uniform grid spacing ∆x = 0.1m. The sound pressure level L p = 23 (dB) is calculated according to:
Where ∆p is the amplitude of the pressure harmonic wave (Pa).
As shown in the figure, there is a significant effect in the form of density by using most accurate tabular real fluid thermodynamics (AdapTable) rather than conventional Peng robinson equation of state (PREOS) 
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated three different types of tabulated equation of states for an efficient calculation of thermodynamic properties of real and supercritical fluids. The EOS look-up tables are constructed using Block based AMR, Bezier patch based AMR, homogeneous tabulation using bilinear interpolation. Their error metrics, computational cost and uncertainty in such tabular representation of gaussian distributed data is discussed along with a test case highlighting the use of a tabular real gas equation of state in a CFD code.
